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●Olympus Sashiko fabric（Cotton１００％）
  …Masturd　Approx.３３cm×６７cm
●Olympus #25 embroidery thread（Cotton１００％）
   …６ col
●Olympus Sashiko needles
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1 Cut fabric along with the cutting line.

2 Stitch the front and back pieces together.
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●How to make flingesFlinge：No.２７７ Flinge：No.６６５５
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オリムパス刺し子キット［コースター］ Sashiko 160
3 Sashiko stitching

茜とんぼ
あ か ね

茜とんぼ
あ か ね

(Coaster, AKANE TONBO)

Check the content. Enough thread are included
as long as you stitch following the instruction.

The stitching lines printed on the right side
of the fabric are washable. After finishing all stitches,
wash out the lines following the “Washing 
instruction”.

Read before starting:

How to handle threads

Content

Colors
Color Color no. Quantity

How to stitch

A #25 embroidery thread consists of 6 strands. 
Pull strands individually and sleave them. 
Put 6 strands back together before stitching.
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To change the thread; when changing the thread in the 
middle of stitching, use the methods to begin and end 
stitching, as shown in the below picture.

To begin stitching; insert the needle, from the wrong of 
the fabric, 3 stitches ahead of the starting point. 
Make 3 small stitches back to the starting point. 
Begin the regular stitches by covering the small stitches.

To end stitching; at the ending point, bring the needle to 
the wrong side of the fabric, make 3 stitches backward, 
being carefull not to go over the regular stitches. 
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Washing instruction

Be sure you have finished all 
the stitches, there is no loose 
thread or too tight stitches.

Rinse the fabric gently 
in the water.
Dry in the shade, when 
the fabric is slightly wet, 
press on the back side 
with iron set at low.

Hand wash in the warm water
using mild detergent. 
Do not use bleach. 
Rinse throughly. 
Dry in the shade.
In order not to push down 
the stitches, fold a bathtowel 
in half and place on the ironing board. 
Place the finished item and 
press on the back with iron set 
at low. 

(For finishing)

(For washing)

Caution !
This kit includes a needle(needles). 

OLYMPUS THREAD MFG. CO., LTD
( ALL RIGHTS RESERVED)
www.olympus-thread.com
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Stitch the 
finished
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Cut away the extra 
seam allowance and
corners, after 
stitching.

(1) Put the wrong side of the back piece and the right side of 
     the front piece togehter, matching the finishes lines. 
     Use your marking pins to avoid fabric to be scooched.

(2) Stitch the finished lines except the opening. Use a backstitch
     at the beginning and the ending. Cut away the extra seam
     allowance, leaving 1.0 cm width of seam allowance.

(3) Turn the seam allowance inside at the finished line with iron.
      Turn the coaster and stitch the opening, turning the seam 
      allowance inside.

Draw
Embroidery thread
( 12 strands )

Take two pieces 
of thread (12 strands)
and put them
into the corner.

Make a knot 
shown in the
picture.
Draw one end of
the thread.

Draw the other
end.

After finishing coasters, stitch with 6 strands
of #25 embroidery threads. 
Pull the thread after every few stitches. 
This will prevent the twisting of thread.
Be careful not to pull the thread too hard, 
10 hem stitching the diagnal or circular designs,
which could cause the cloth to stretch.


